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Welcome & Introduction

HROUG Agenda

Monitoring, Testing & Management for Oracle apps

Automate manual daily tasks

Summary

Application Life Cycle 
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3. Application 
Monitoring & 
Management 
• Applications
• Middleware
• Database
• O/S

Siebel  & E-Business Suite 
Operation management

RAC

4. Application Testing

1. Real User 
Experience

5. Configuration Management

Production / DRTest / Staging

2. Database Testing

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Let’s talk more about how Oracle Enterprise Manager solves the application management problem.  Enterprise Manager enables a business oriented way of managing applications, or what we call top-down application management.  Traditional management is very silo oriented, or bottom up.  People would manage the individual components, such as database, middleware, server machines and other parts of the IT infrastructure separately with different tools, and then they have to somehow piece all the information together and get all the tools to work together.  The most classic scenario is that end user complains about not being able to access the application while the traditional IT management tools say everything is working properly.

We flip the picture around.  The starting point of managing application should be a business centric view.  For example, are my customer support processes working?  If it is not working properly, drill down further to find out why it is not working.

For example, it could be because there are too many users and the system is not capable of handling the load, so you would need to find out how many user sessions are running in the application environment.  You may also need to find out how the system is configured, and if everything is set up right.  Ultimately, you may need to go all the way down to the database, and troubleshoot the problem there.

If we map this application management approach to the products that you can purchase, we will start with our end user monitoring capabilities.  Our Real User Experience Insight product supports real user monitoring, while Application Management Pack provides synthetic user monitoring.  To manage the actual application components, the product is Application Management Packs once again.  If it is necessary to look at how the database is behaving, we can use Oracle Database Diagnostics Pack and Oracle Database Tuning Pack, or if 3rd party database is involved, we have system monitoring plug-in’s for Microsoft SQL Server and DB2.�
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What you do not want happening…

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
But as with any application customers are sometimes presented with these kind of issue they have to  deal with.�
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EBS Customer Challenges:

• Consolidation, acquisitions and globalization drive 
business change.

• Low visibility into end user performance, availability and 
errors.

• Upgrade to latest hardware and software delayed 
because of application stability concerns.

• High quality testing is necessary but is expensive in time 
and cost and still misses key elements.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
With the complex and develping nature of  busness with globalisation, consolidation as well as the tehncial side of IT manageing a complex IT solution maintaing perfomance and availability can be challangeing.
�
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Managing Performance & Availability
Challenges Manage 

Manually
Use EM

Identify performance and availability 
problems

Reactive Proactive

Monitor end user performance Use a stop 
watch

Automatic, 
24x7

Gather performance and usage data Takes hours Takes minutes

Triage problems to identify the 
probable components

Takes hours Takes minutes

Diagnose performance problems Takes hours 
to days

Takes minutes 
to hours

Make IT decisions based on business 
requirements

Lack of Data Fact-based 
Decisions

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Anticipate problems
Know about problems before your users do
Pinpoint problem root causes quickly
Accurate alerts – false alarm prevention
Provide data to facilitate proactive management – adding capacity, tuning, etc…
how long has concurrent tasks run
which one errored out
if something has been running for too long
Understanding how the system is used�
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Siebel Topology Model
Siebel 

Enterprise

Web
Server 1

Web
Server 2

Siebel 
App Server 1

Siebel 
App Server 2

Siebel 
App Server 3

Siebel 
App Server 4

Siebel 
Gateway Server

Call Center
OM

Call Center
OM

EAI

Siebel DB

Call Center

eService
OMeService

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This diagram shows an example of the system topology as well as the service topology.

The right hand side represents a single Siebel Enterprise instance.  The left hand side shows the two applications deployed on this single Enterprise.�
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Siebel capabilities for management pack
• Full Visibility into Siebel Server 

Components

• SARM Integration

• Workflow Process & Policy Monitoring

• HI/SI Service Test

• Event Log Analysis

• Enterprise / Server / Server 
Component Parameters

• Siebel Business Metrics

• Support Siebel 7.7 and above on all 
O/S and database platforms

vs

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Let’s talk a bit specifically about our Siebel management capabilities.  Our product is Oracle Application Management Pack for Siebel, which extends Oracle Enterprise Manager to enable Siebel-specific management.  This is a huge value add to generic tools that exist on the market.  When you use a generic management tool to manage Siebel, those tools see Siebel as a set of generic processes – they would see the shell processes that Siebel uses to host the containers for business components and other artifacts, and not give you any Siebel specific telemetry information.  Our Application Management Pack gives full visibility into all the Siebel servers and components.  It is integrated with SARM natively for both end-user monitoring, and detailed transaction request diagnostic.  We have done work to enable synthetic transactions for monitoring Siebel applications from a business perspective.  We have configuration management for Siebel-specific parameters, in which there are thousands of them in actual deployments.  We even have pre-instrumented business metrics that measure the usage of various Siebel functionalities.  These are things that you won’t get from a generic tool out of the box.�
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Configuration Discovery

CMDB Content
Configuration
• Instance attributes
• Installations
• Systems and Groups
• Topologies
• Service Definitions
• Policies, Images, Packages
• Change history and violations
• Dashboard definitions
• Administrators, Roles, 

Calendars, etc

Configuration Management Database 
(CMDB)
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Configuration History and Snapshots

Configuration Management Database 
(CMDB) Last Monday

Yesterday

Today

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
You can find out, for example, if your current configuration settings are the same as they were yesterday, or a week ago.  If you find out if anything has changed before something went bad, chances are they may be the root cause of the problem.  Without this sort of audit mechanism, then you would have to deduce the problem by going through log files to look at executions, manually look at configuration information, or through other very tedious troubleshooting techniques that takes a long time to arrange the conclusion.  With Oracle Enterprise Manager, you can troubleshoot configuration related problems much more easily.
�
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Configuration Comparison

=
?

Test Production

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Another way to figure out if something is not set up properly is through comparison.  Maybe everything in your application worked perfectly in your test environment, and the application is not behaving the same way in the production environment.  It could be because of some differences in the settings.  By comparing the setups, you could isolate this kind of problem very quickly.
�
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Configuration Policy

Today

complies 
with  

?

Configuration Policy
Rules
• FAILED_LOGIN_ATTEMPTS > 0
• PASSWORD_LIFETIME < 180
• Data File Permission Limited to 

Owner
• Unused Network Ports Should be 

Closed
• Insecure Services Should not be 

Running
• ALL_SOURCE_VIEW Access 

Should be Limited
• JSL Client Cleanup Timeout  > 20
• PSMSGDSP Enabled
• PSAPPSRV Recycle Count < 5000

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
So far, I have talked about troubleshooting configuration related problems.  It is good to be able to fix configuration related problems quickly.  It would be even better to prevent them from happening in the first place.  In Oracle Enterprise Manager, there is a policy framework that can be used to define policies to check for mis-configurations.  If a bad configuration is found, Enterprise Manager would send out an alert just like it would when a run-time statistic exceeds its threshold.�
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Metrics retrievable from the Siebel application environment or database

(Web) Sessions
• Order management, self service, communications, finance

Actions registered
• opportunities created / active / closed
• orders submitted / active / processed
• activities logged, call handle time
• SR’s opened / active / closed
• Searches: inquiry / update

etc…

Total of 50+ database repository
metrics and 60+ component metrics

Metrics retrievable from the Siebel application environment or database

(Web) Sessions
• Order management, self service, communications, finance

Actions registered
• opportunities created / active / closed
• orders submitted / active / processed
• activities logged, call handle time
• SR’s opened / active / closed
• Searches: inquiry / update

etc…

Total of 50+ database repository
metrics and 60+ component metrics

Siebel Business Metrics
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Services / Self Service
• # sessions, web sessions
• SRs filed, active, closed
• Appointments booked
• # activities logged
• Average call handle time

Services / Self Service
• # sessions, web sessions
• SRs filed, active, closed
• Appointments booked
• # activities logged
• Average call handle time

Sales / Order Mgmt
• # sessions, web sessions
• # opportunities created, 

active, closed 
• # order submitted, active, 
processed 

Sales / Order Mgmt
• # sessions, web sessions
• # opportunities created, 

active, closed
• # order submitted, active, 
processed

PRM
• # sessions, web sessions
• # partner oppty referral

PRM
• # sessions, web sessions
• # partner oppty referral

Marketing Automation
• # outbound email
• # responses
• # event registration

Marketing Automation
• # outbound email
• # responses
• # event registration

UCM
• # customer record 

created 
• # customer record inquiry
• # customer record update

UCM
• # customer record 

created
• # customer record inquiry
• # customer record update

Finance
• # sessions
• # of application created, 
active, processed 
• # commercial loan app 
created, active, processed 

Finance
• # sessions
• # of application created, 
active, processed
• # commercial loan app 
created, active, processed

Comms / Energy
• # sessions
• # of sales order created, 
active, processed 
• # of work order created, 
active, processed 

Comms / Energy
• # sessions
• # of sales order created, 
active, processed
• # of work order created, 
active, processed

Public Sector
• # sessions, web sessions
• # of new case, active 
case, closed case 

Public Sector
• # sessions, web sessions
• # of new case, active 
case, closed case

Insurance
• # sessions
• # SRs opened, active, 
closed 
• # claims filed, active, 
processed 

Insurance
• # sessions
• # SRs opened, active, 
closed
• # claims filed, active, 
processed

Siebel Business Metrics
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System & Group Dashboards

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
For each of the component that it monitors, it can track a very comprehensive set of run-time statistics data, and provide aggregated view of the data.  For example, it can show the aggregated up/down status of a collection of components, alert statistics and policy violations.  These aggregated views make it much easier to get an idea on the health of the large number of components that are often associated with packaged Oracle applications.  In addition, you can get summary charts that show the busiest components and the components that are consuming all the resources, making it easier to troubleshoot scalability issues.
�
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Workflow Process & Policy Monitoring

• Workflow Engine, 
Policy and Process 
Instance 
Monitoring

• Summarized 
execution metrics

• Reduces effort for 
managing workflow 
and improve 
workflow 
executions

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Provide more details on Siebel Workflow Process and Policy Monitoring - conceptually like BPEL monitoring in SOA Pack.�
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Enterprise Manager Grid Control

Configuration 
Management Monitoring Cloning

Application Management Pack 
for Oracle E-Business Suite

Customization 
Manager

Patch 
Manager

Setup 
Manager

Application Change Management Pack 
for Oracle E-Business Suite

Oracle 
E-Business 

Suite 
Packs

Best-of-Breed E-Business Suite Specific Capabilities

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Key Message:   Extend Planning to After Market Service Parts .  Present planning insights in a more usable/consumable way via a better user interface with analytic type information
APCC enables you to 
Make supply chain decisions based on real-time predictive insights
Seamlessly integrate analytics and supply chain planning from a variety of sources
Easily define and evaluate alternate supply chain business scenarios to insure that you make the best decisions
APCC gives you easy access to critical supply chain performance data and metrics, allowing you to speed identification of potential problems and accelerate the evaluation and selection of appropriate mitigating business strategies and actions. APCC enables you to get real-time predictive insight and pro-actively implement corrective actions to mitigate impacts on key business metrics
Implementation Approach:  compatible with 11i10 and 12/12.1 requires a planning instance – makes no sense to install alone as it provides analytics for the other Oracle planning applications of which you need at least one.
First sale to Deacero, headquartered in Mexico, is one of the largest wire producers in the world with over 50 years of experience. Deacero has a multitude of products for agricultural, commercial, industrial and residential use. Win against SAP. Sale included almost full planning suite:
Demantra Demand Management / Demantra Real Time S&OP / Advanced Supply Chain Planning / Constraint Based Optimization / Advanced Planning Command Center / OTM�
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Service Level Management

• 99.99% availability

• 95% operations < 1 second

• Key User Activities
• Access customer profile
• Collect support info
• Look up solution
• Open help ticket
• Retrieve and update help 

ticket
RAC

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
In order to manage applications properly, the first step is to establish the goals for application service level.  After that is done, then the underlying application environment may be managed properly according to those requirements.  What you want to do is to work with the business users to establish performance and availability criteria, and the key business activities that the application need to support in order for it to be considered working properly.  For example, for customer support, they may need to be able to access customer profile information when a customer calls, collect support request information, look up potential solution, file the help ticket, and then continue to retrieve and update the information.  

These criteria form the foundation of a service level agreement.
�
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End User Monitoring – Synthetic

router

firewall

router

router

external 
users   

internal 
users   

internal 
users   

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
As I described earlier, it is important to do end user monitoring user both active and passive approaches, so I am going to talk about the active approach of using synthetic transaction next.  Using these transactions of what we call service tests in Enterprise Manager, you could define a sequence of operations that simulate end user activities such as logging onto the application, stepping to a certain UI page, and issue a query.  These recorded operations may then be deployed to the different parts of the network when your end users are physically located, and the tests may then be executed from these locations.  The advantage of running these tests is that not only do they help monitor the applications when there are no users around, they can also make sure the end-to-end environment is healthy.  When something goes wrong, you can very easily tell if it is a problem that is local to a particular location, or it is a more of a system-wide problem by comparing the results of these executions.

In the scenario that I we talking about with the customer service representative getting slow response time to the application, maybe it is caused by a problem in the network link between that call center and the data center.  Users in other parts of the company may not experience the same problem.  You can isolate this type of problem very easily with this tool.

�
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End-user Experience Management 
Real User and Synthetic User Monitoring

• Catch performance 
problems for all users

• Catch unexpected 
performance issues or 
unique user interactions

• Diagnose problems quickly 
with “replay”

• Determine exact usage 
of applications

• Ensure the performance of 
a specific business process 
or user

• Determine location-specific 
performance problems by 
monitoring from multiple 
geographic locations

• Ensure the performance of 
applications based on 
many different protocols

Real User Experience Insight 
I

SLM Beacons (Synthetic)
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Enterprise Manager Grid Control

Configuration 
Management Monitoring Cloning

Application Management Pack 
for Oracle E-Business Suite

Customization 
Manager

Patch 
Manager

Setup 
Manager

Application Change Management Pack 
for Oracle E-Business Suite

Oracle 
E-Business 

Suite 
Packs

Best-of-Breed E-Business Suite Specific Capabilities

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Key Message:   Extend Planning to After Market Service Parts .  Present planning insights in a more usable/consumable way via a better user interface with analytic type information
APCC enables you to 
Make supply chain decisions based on real-time predictive insights
Seamlessly integrate analytics and supply chain planning from a variety of sources
Easily define and evaluate alternate supply chain business scenarios to insure that you make the best decisions
APCC gives you easy access to critical supply chain performance data and metrics, allowing you to speed identification of potential problems and accelerate the evaluation and selection of appropriate mitigating business strategies and actions. APCC enables you to get real-time predictive insight and pro-actively implement corrective actions to mitigate impacts on key business metrics
Implementation Approach:  compatible with 11i10 and 12/12.1 requires a planning instance – makes no sense to install alone as it provides analytics for the other Oracle planning applications of which you need at least one.
First sale to Deacero, headquartered in Mexico, is one of the largest wire producers in the world with over 50 years of experience. Deacero has a multitude of products for agricultural, commercial, industrial and residential use. Win against SAP. Sale included almost full planning suite:
Demantra Demand Management / Demantra Real Time S&OP / Advanced Supply Chain Planning / Constraint Based Optimization / Advanced Planning Command Center / OTM�
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Cloning 
Feature Highlights

• Clone Dashboard
• Monitor enterprise wide status of clone jobs

• Clone Procedure
• Best practices provided by Oracle for cloning Oracle Applications

• Data Scrambling 
• Option to obfuscate data when cloning an environment containing 

sensitive data

• Benefits
• Plan, organize and execute enterprise-wide clone jobs from a single 

location
• Maintain mirror systems at the same patch level and data
• Flexibility to adapt to an enterprise’s custom clone process
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Cloning 
Clone Procedure

• Step-by-step interview that guides administrators 
through the cloning process

• Cloning procedure classified into:
• Source to Target

• Cloning process where the source system data is 
extracted and applied onto a target system. 

• Source to Image
• Cloning process where Source system data is extracted 

and stored as an image. 
• Image to Target

• Process where the image is applied to a target system.
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AMP : Key Capabilities 
Hot Clone

Source System Target SystemImage

AMP

Hot Backup
Live Database

dbTeckStack appsTier
dbTier

Cloned Database

appsTier

RMAN backup RMAN Restore

ZIP Packaging

HOT & RAC 
Cloning
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Enterprise Manager Grid Control

Configuration 
Management Monitoring Cloning

Application Management Pack 
for Oracle E-Business Suite

Customization 
Manager

Patch 
Manager

Setup 
Manager

Application Change Management Pack 
for Oracle E-Business Suite

Oracle 
E-Business 

Suite 
Packs

Best-of-Breed E-Business Suite Specific Capabilities

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Key Message:   Extend Planning to After Market Service Parts .  Present planning insights in a more usable/consumable way via a better user interface with analytic type information
APCC enables you to 
Make supply chain decisions based on real-time predictive insights
Seamlessly integrate analytics and supply chain planning from a variety of sources
Easily define and evaluate alternate supply chain business scenarios to insure that you make the best decisions
APCC gives you easy access to critical supply chain performance data and metrics, allowing you to speed identification of potential problems and accelerate the evaluation and selection of appropriate mitigating business strategies and actions. APCC enables you to get real-time predictive insight and pro-actively implement corrective actions to mitigate impacts on key business metrics
Implementation Approach:  compatible with 11i10 and 12/12.1 requires a planning instance – makes no sense to install alone as it provides analytics for the other Oracle planning applications of which you need at least one.
First sale to Deacero, headquartered in Mexico, is one of the largest wire producers in the world with over 50 years of experience. Deacero has a multitude of products for agricultural, commercial, industrial and residential use. Win against SAP. Sale included almost full planning suite:
Demantra Demand Management / Demantra Real Time S&OP / Advanced Supply Chain Planning / Constraint Based Optimization / Advanced Planning Command Center / OTM�
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Product Technical Requirements

Managing Customizations

• Enforce dependencies among related data
• Bundle discrete extracts into complex, reusable packages
• Reduce time to propagate setups to other instances
• Enable customers to run their own custom extracts/loads

• Eliminate redundant, error-prone practice of command-line 
patching 

• Provide a centralized console for all patching activities and history
• Leverage and enhance existing patching tools/practices
• Reduce system downtime due to patching

• Support a wide variety of file types
• Bundle customizations so that existing patching tools can 

consume them
• Tools to facilitate the management a high number of files
• Better, more efficient reporting of customizations by instance

Managing Oracle Patches

Managing Setups

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Lost sales due to out of stocks remains a key issue
Average OOS rate = ~8% (promotions and NPI = ~2x average)
 ~72% of OOS are caused by store-related issues
Average CPG company lost sales due to out of stocks = 2.5%

Competitive pressure to provide differentiated services to key retailers is intensifying
A recent survey of 109 global retailers indicates that suppliers are performing “less than adequately” in key areas:
Merchandising & category management
Promotional design & execution
Customer insight development

�
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Customization Manager
Facilitates Management of Customizations

Customization Manager “Packages” custom files into one reusable unit

Create AD compliant customization packages
Over 200 file types supported

Reuse Packages
Create build lists with manifests

Building a 
“Package” of 
Custom Files

Advantages compared to manual methods

• Custom patches deployed with Patch Manager
• Standard and Comparison Reporting
• Central console for all custom patches

• Unattended execution
• “Create-Like” copy functionality
• Integration into leading Source Control Systems

Inputs
The 3-step interview 
captures: 

• Configure SC commands
• Specify source/build 

locations
• Specify custom files
• Specify versions
• Set execution date/time

Patch 
Manager

Deploy

Test

Apply

Prod
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Patch Manager 
Facilitates Management of Oracle and Custom Patches

“Patch Run” bundles all discrete patching steps into one reusable unit

Eliminate many manual steps
Re-usability of Patch Runs

Simultaneously apply to multiple targets
Reporting capabilities

Building a 
“Patch Run”

Test

Advantages compared to manual methods and competitive products 

• Treats Custom patches like Oracle patches
• Central Console for all patch activities
• Customizable deployment procedure

• Unattended execution
• “Create-Like” copy functionality
• Integrates with Metalink

UAT

Extract

Inputs
The 6-step interview process 
captures: 
•Oracle patches
•Custom patches
•Multiple target instances
•Patch readmes
•Set AD Patch options
•Security credentials
•Set execution date/time

Prod
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GE Infrastructure 

Company Overview
• GE Infrastructure is a subsidiary of 

General Electric, formed in 2005 
• The company manufactures and 

markets diesel engines, motorized 
systems, freight and passenger 
locomotives, locomotive parts, gear 
units, jet engines, and signaling and 
communications systems. 

Challenges / Opportunities
• Multiple monitoring tools deployed 

across the enterprise
• No Central administration
• Lack of enterprise visibility
• Lack of automation framework

Solution
Application Management Pack for 
EBS

Result
84% reduction in median Clone 
cycle time
75% reduction DBA touch time
Clone DP executes 24/7
Notification decreases DBA 
response time

“Implementing Application Management Pack for Oracle E- 
Business Suite has allowed GE Infrastructure to realize $200K 
annual savings, 84% reduction in clone cycle time, and 75% 
reduction in resources” -Benjamin Cabanas 

Program Manager

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
4294 Monitored Targets
 1161 Monitored Databases – 8i to 10g
 300 + Physical Servers
 11 production ERP’s
 Current Release – 10.2.0.4
 AMP Version 2.0.1
 SSL Enabled w/ WebCache
 Active/Passive VCS cluster
 F5 Load balancing
 Serving GE Infrastructure
 Diag, Tuning, Prov, Chg Mgmt, EBS Pack
�
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Application 
Monitoring & 
Management 
• Applications
• Middleware
• Database
• O/S

Application and  Database Testing

RAC

1. Application Testing

Real User 
Experience

2. DataMasking

Production Test / Staging

3. Database Testing

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Let’s talk more about how Oracle Enterprise Manager solves the application management problem.  Enterprise Manager enables a business oriented way of managing applications, or what we call top-down application management.  Traditional management is very silo oriented, or bottom up.  People would manage the individual components, such as database, middleware, server machines and other parts of the IT infrastructure separately with different tools, and then they have to somehow piece all the information together and get all the tools to work together.  The most classic scenario is that end user complains about not being able to access the application while the traditional IT management tools say everything is working properly.

We flip the picture around.  The starting point of managing application should be a business centric view.  For example, are my customer support processes working?  If it is not working properly, drill down further to find out why it is not working.

For example, it could be because there are too many users and the system is not capable of handling the load, so you would need to find out how many user sessions are running in the application environment.  You may also need to find out how the system is configured, and if everything is set up right.  Ultimately, you may need to go all the way down to the database, and troubleshoot the problem there.

If we map this application management approach to the products that you can purchase, we will start with our end user monitoring capabilities.  Our Real User Experience Insight product supports real user monitoring, while Application Management Pack provides synthetic user monitoring.  To manage the actual application components, the product is Application Management Packs once again.  If it is necessary to look at how the database is behaving, we can use Oracle Database Diagnostics Pack and Oracle Database Tuning Pack, or if 3rd party database is involved, we have system monitoring plug-in’s for Microsoft SQL Server and DB2.�
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Oracle Application Testing Suite 
A powerful, integrated testing solution for ensuring application 
quality, performance and reliability

Oracle Functional 
Testing

Automated functional & 
regression testing

Oracle Test 
Manager

Test process management, 
requirements and defect 

tracking

Oracle Load 
Testing 

Automated load & performance 
testing

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Oracle Application Testing Suite actually consists of 3 separate but integrated testing solutions for ensuring application quality, performance and reliability.
Oracle Functional Testing provides automated functional & regression testing – helping you automate your test processes and reduce the need for manual testing.
Oracle Load Testing provides automated load & performance testing – helping you simulate thousands of concurrent users and analyze the impact of production load levels on application performance.
Oracle Test Manager provides test process management – helping you manage all of your test cases, test requirements and issues from a central location to improve the effectiveness of your test process.�
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Oracle EBS Testing in OpenScript

Web Actions

Forms Actions
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Parameterize Forms Actions

• Forms GUI actions can be 
parameterized similar to Web 
actions

• Substitute variables for action 
“value” or “object path”

• Drive variable inputs from 
“data bank” file or specify your 
own data source

• Example: Get values from a 
prior page or from database

• Right-click action and select 
“Properties” and then click 
“Substitute Variable” button
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Siebel Automated Functional Test Script

Siebel SI/Web Actions

Siebel HI Actions

Java Code View

Script Tree View

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This slide shows an example of an OpenScript test script for testing a Siebel application.
Siebel consists of Web-based “Standard Interactivity” UI and rich GUI-based “High Interactivity” Active-x controls which can be difficult to automate
OpenScript integrates with Siebel Test Automation to enable users to easily test both.
The ATS team is currently working with Siebel team to further enhance this capability and potentially introduced some packaged offerings for Siebel testing.�
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Dynamic values...
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Dynamic values...
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39

<Insert Picture Here> Oracle 
Load Tester for Siebel
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Siebel Test Methodology:  End-to-End 
Approach Siebel eRoadmap

DiscoverDiscover DesignDesign ConfigureConfigure ValidateValidate DeployDeploy SustainSustainDefineDefine

Siebel Test

Requirements

Test Plan

Resources

Scalability

Reliability

Performance

Middleware

3rd Party

Backend

Module

Process

Unit

Process

Acceptance

Usability

End-to-End Testing Solution

FunctionalFunctional
TestingTesting

System andSystem and
Integration Integration 

TestingTesting

TestingTesting
StrategyStrategy

UserUser
AcceptanceAcceptance

TestingTesting

PerformancePerformance
TestingTesting

PostPost
ProductionProduction

TestingTesting

Test ManagementTest Management

Functional TestingFunctional Testing

Performance and Scalability Testing / TuningPerformance and Scalability Testing / Tuning

Regression TestingRegression Testing

Regression

Upgrades

Maintenance

*From Siebel 8.1 Technical Architecture Kit – Test Automation

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Thorough testing can help you identify application issues prior to deployment.  Testing is one of the most challenging and time consuming parts of successfully deploying a CRM solution but it is also the most critical to the project’s success. 
This slide from the Siebel Technical Architecture kit shows Siebel’s recommended methodology for end-to-end testing.  
Testing covers almost all parts of software implementation and rollout phases. Beginning with defining a test strategy during design phase, going on with functional testing during configuration phase, and finally performance testing during validation phase.
In today’s session, we will be exploring these different phases in greater detail and showing how you can use Oracle test solutions to help you ensure the quality and performance of your Oracle Siebel CRM applications.

Additional Note:  The “Testing Siebel Business Applications” guide in bookshelf describes and illustrates the Siebel test methodology.  It explains test processes, resource planning guidelines, and best practices.  Created using input from customers, professional services, test tool partners, internal QA, industry standards, and academic research
�
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• Automates Siebel CRM 
transactions for load testing

• Integrates with Siebel Load 
Correlation library to simplify 
script creation

• Scale to thousands of 
concurrent Siebel users to 
simulate peak production loads

• Gathers critical Siebel 
infrastructure performance 
metrics during load test

• Intuitive Web console promotes 
collaborative testing

Oracle Load Testing for Siebel

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Oracle Load Testing is built on Weblogic and Oracle DB�
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Flexible reporting
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Application 
Monitoring & 
Management 
• Applications
• Middleware
• Database
• O/S

Application and  Database Testing

RAC

1. Application Testing

Real User 
Experience

2. DataMasking

Production Test / Staging

3. Database Testing

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Let’s talk more about how Oracle Enterprise Manager solves the application management problem.  Enterprise Manager enables a business oriented way of managing applications, or what we call top-down application management.  Traditional management is very silo oriented, or bottom up.  People would manage the individual components, such as database, middleware, server machines and other parts of the IT infrastructure separately with different tools, and then they have to somehow piece all the information together and get all the tools to work together.  The most classic scenario is that end user complains about not being able to access the application while the traditional IT management tools say everything is working properly.

We flip the picture around.  The starting point of managing application should be a business centric view.  For example, are my customer support processes working?  If it is not working properly, drill down further to find out why it is not working.

For example, it could be because there are too many users and the system is not capable of handling the load, so you would need to find out how many user sessions are running in the application environment.  You may also need to find out how the system is configured, and if everything is set up right.  Ultimately, you may need to go all the way down to the database, and troubleshoot the problem there.

If we map this application management approach to the products that you can purchase, we will start with our end user monitoring capabilities.  Our Real User Experience Insight product supports real user monitoring, while Application Management Pack provides synthetic user monitoring.  To manage the actual application components, the product is Application Management Packs once again.  If it is necessary to look at how the database is behaving, we can use Oracle Database Diagnostics Pack and Oracle Database Tuning Pack, or if 3rd party database is involved, we have system monitoring plug-in’s for Microsoft SQL Server and DB2.�
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Siebel + OEBS applications on your dashboard
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Complete environment overview
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See satisfaction levels on specific 
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EBS  Forms/Formblocks and pages reported
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Review complete user sessions
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Set specific KPI’s for Siebel
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Integration with Siebel AMP 
Select a user and drill down
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Inspect the User report in EM
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Drill out to Report Generation
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Create Server Report
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Brings you to the performance 
dashboard in EBS AMP
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For EBS JVM diagnostics also applies
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<Insert Picture Here>

Summary: Start today!

• Automate all manual tasks

• Oracle Enterprise Manager; 1 single platform

• Use Oracle knowledge of Oracle applications

• No change in your application is needed
• No impact on performance
• Be alerted before your end-users start calling

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Slide to show to customers if you tell about this survey.
(read bullets)�
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Do you care……session at 16:10
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Questions ?Questions ?

sebastiaan.vingerhoed@oracle.com
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